accumulated temperature of not less than 5益 ( GDD 5 ) and moisture index ( MI) , and their contribution to geographical distribution of Q. mongolica from the maximum entropy ( Maxent) model. The area under the ROC curve ( AUC) was used to evaluate the accuracy of model prediction. The AUC value reached 0. 932, and the high value indicated predictive accuracy of model achieved the " Excellent冶 level. Combined with the contribution of each climatic factor as mentioned above, four dominant climatic factors controlling Q. mongolica distribution were determined, including annual precipitation ( P) , annual range of monthly mean temperature ( DTY) , temperature of the warmest month ( T w ) and accumulated temperature of not less than 5益 ( GDD 5 ) . Thus, a relationship between the geographical distribution of Q. mongolica and dominant climatic variables was reconstructed. The thresholds of four dominant climatic factors were given by the relationship between the geographical distribution probability of Q. mongolica and dominant climatic factors, i. e. 330mm臆
P臆910mm, DTY逸29益 , 1200益 ·d臆GDD 5 臆3500益 ·d, 17益 臆T w 臆26益 . Then the potential distribution of Q. mongolica in China was given by the ArcGIS spatial analysis technique. The potential distribution area of Q. mongolica 
